REVOLVE

REVOLVE activates stabilizing muscles in a unique way, adding more physical feedback into the rehabilitation process.

Spin the disks inside the case to create gyroscopic forces users must resist.

Through rotational movements, users feel an added force during exercises.

Unique resistance engages mind and body.

Spin up the disks using the motorized base.

Set the strength of the gyroscopic force with speed control.

THE SPECS

- Speed: 500-5000 RPM
- Spin-up: 5 secs
- Spin duration: 30-60 secs
- Weight: 3 lbs
- Added force: 0.3-2 lbs

THE PLAN

- $85 MSRP
- 70k physical therapists and athletic trainers
- $2.2 million therapeutic device industry

Questions?
Contact us at 2s009yellow@mit.edu

Evolve your rehabilitation with REVOLVE